
Democratizing The Social Media: A New Social
Network Removes All The Harsh Barriers
Between The Users
Befilo is a new Social Network Where Everybody is Automatically Friend With Everybody. The friend
request and all that hassle is now a history!

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, US, January 3, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The number of social media

The social network users
don't have to spend huge
amounts of time and money
to build followers anymore.
They will be readily waiting for
a new friend as soon as the
registration is completed.”

Befilo

and/or social networking websites is on a rapid increase,
though only a few of them are famous globally. Almost
everyone on the planet knows about giants like facebook or
twitter, but few people know about the fact that there are a few
hundred social networks currently operating with a
membership ranging from a few hundred millions to a few
thousands.

One of the newly added to list is Befilo, a new social network
allowing its users to interact with each other by creating and
sharing content in multiple forms. Beside the classical social
network features, Befilo has a unique feature, in fact a

democratizing feature, which doesn’t exist in any other social network; this revolutionary feature is the
Automatic Friending feature… Let’s listen to creators to learn more:  

“The idea to create a social network such as Befilo, emerged when we discovered the
meaninglessness of the harsh barriers put between the users by the conventional social networks.
While those networks would certainly have their own reasons in doing so, we thought it could well be
possible to approach social networking from a totally different perspective. And so we dared to ask
that hard question: What would happen when all the barriers between the users are removed? The
answer to that question turned out to be Befilo! A social network where everybody is automatically
friend with everybody...”

To put it in technical words, Befilo automatically makes all its existing network members to be friends.
This means that as soon as new users register, they automatically become friend with all existing
network members. Now, social network users don't have to spend huge amounts of time (and
sometimes money) to build friends and followers anymore. They will be readily waiting for a new
friend as soon as the registration is completed. In time, as Befilo grows, every user will have millions
of friends and followers. One doesn't, anymore, have to be a celebrity, or a globally known figure, or a
giant multinational company to be followed by millions. Being an ordinary Befilo Social Network
member will be enough to reach a huge audience, similar to that of the celebrities. This is a
revolution, a democratic revolution, in social media history so far. 

How this social media revolution will affect the current global social networking culture remains to be
seen. But as Befilo evolves in time, perhaps we shall alltogether witness some significant shifts in the
global social media habitat. But one thing is very clear: As Befilo grows, it will put an unbeliavable

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://befilo.com/social-media
https://befilo.com/social-networking


power into the hands of its users. How they will use this power is yet to be seen.
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